
US hiring slowed in
August as employers

add 315,000 jobs
America's employers slowed their hiring in

August in the face of rising interest rates, high
inflation and sluggish consumer spending, all
of which have weakened the outlook for the

economy.
 

The UN's Food Prices Index
has fallen for the fifth month
in a row, in a sign that one of
the main pressures pushing
up the cost of living around

the world could ease.

UN FAO's global food
prices fall for fifth

month in a row
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IMF releases
report on
Pakistan

 

ISLAMABAD (Dunya News) - The
International Monetary Fund

(IMF) on Friday released a
report on Pakistan, in which the

international financial
institution emphasized on
increasing tax revenue and
foreign exchange reserves. 

By NARMEEN KALEEM AND
NOOR UL HUDA

 

Pakistan’s trade
deficit widens by
28.89pc month-

on-month in
August

 

Pakistan’s merchandise trade deficit
rose by 28.89pc per cent month-on-
month in August, climbing to $3.53
billion compared to $2.73bn in July,

data shared by the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS) on Friday showed.
In August this year, the country’s

exports stood at $2.5bn compared to
imports of $6.03bn. On a month-on-
month basis, exports increased by
11.07pc while imports jumped by

20.84pc.
However, the trade deficit decreased

by 18.48pc year-on-year. In August
2021, the trade deficit stood at $4.

33bn.On a year-on-year basis, exports
increased by 11.44pc while imports

shrank by 8.26pc.
 

Google to donate
$500,000 for

flood relief efforts
in Pakistan

to low inventory

Pak Suzuki Motor Company
Ltd (PSMCL) has extended its

plant shutdown to September
8-9 due to low inventory

supply, it said in a Pakistan
Stock Exchange filing on

Friday. However, its
motorcycle plant will
continue to operate.

Bullion Rates
 
 

 US Dollar=218.757514
Euro=217.730313

British Pound=251.868958
Indian Rupee=2.743274

Australian
Dollar=148.853692
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ARTICLE
Cybersecurity issues affecting online

banking and online transactions
 

KARACHI: Stock prices suffered a
bearish close on Friday as

investors reacted negatively to
dismal economic data, including

a $3.53 billion trade deficit as
well as a multi-decade high

inflation reading announced a
day earlier

 

Stocks falter on
dismal economic

data
 

Pound in biggest
monthly fall

against the dollar
since 2016

Worries over the prospects
for the UK economy led the
pound to slide by about 5%

against the US dollar in
August.
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Internet banking, or e-banking, refers back to the facility via data and

communication generation. Net banking is an increasing number of
people becoming famous due to its consolation and versatility. PC

fraudsters are usually seeking to gain unlawful access to the records
of economic and company sectors for fraudulent activities. The

customers of internet banking continually worry about their
monetary information at the same time they cope with internet

banking and its services. There may be a need to create awareness
among net banking clients on the way to avoid the available threats.
A simple technical approach does not place the stress conditions of
handling cybersecurity into an angle better than a simple economic

one does. Structures often fail because of the truth that the
businesses that protect them do not undergo the complete charges of

failure. As an instance, companies working on vital infrastructures
have included manipulating structures with 

 
the net to reduce near-time periods, and measurable expenses while
raising the hazard of catastrophic screw-ups, whose losses could be
more frequently than no longer borne with the useful resources of

society. As long as anti-virus software is left to individuals to 

Google to donate
$500,000 for flood

relief efforts in
Pakistan

 Google Southeast Asia Vice President Stephanie
Davis posted on LinkedIn that the tech giant would
donate the amount, which is equal to around Rs110

million, to the Centre for Disaster Philanthropy
through Google.org


